The award will be paid in two installments one at the start and one at the end of successful completion of the Lower Sixth Year.

If you are interested in applying speak to Ms Nicholas or Mr Cox.
Students with high academic potential are encouraged to apply for Norwood Academic 6th Form Scholarships at either the Platinum, Gold or Silver level.

**Platinum** level students require average GCSE grades of minimum of 70+ points (mostly 8’s and 9’s) in their best 8 subjects and will receive a bursary of £600 pounds.

**Gold** level students require average GCSE grades of 65+ points (mostly 7’s and 8’s with in their best 8 subjects) and will receive £300.

**Silver** students require Average GCSE grades of 60+ (mostly 7’s and some 6’s) in their best 8 subjects and will receive £150.

All scholarship students will receive specific mentoring tailored to their needs from **specialist mentors** in, for example, Medicine, International Business, The Arts or Science that will enable them to achieve their potential and progress to the best university courses leading to their chosen professions.

They will also participate in our enhanced enrichment programme, with a focus on **leadership and project management skills**. This will be in addition to our regular extracurricular programme, which already includes trips and visits to universities, work experience as well as debating competitions and exposure to renowned visiting speakers.

We will ensure that you will:

- Apply to the Access Project
- Apply to Kings + University Programme at Kings College London and to SOAS Scholars Programme at University of London
- Have your registration fee to The Challenge Network paid for
- Visit Sussex University
- Attend master classes and lectures
- Become involved in a pathways programme with Sutton Trust
- Attend a More Able Conference
- Have a meaningful work experience placement
- Visit Oxford and Cambridge Universities
- Complete the Extended Project Qualification
- Visit a UCAS Conference in Year 12
- Have one to one support with your UCAS application
- Access to the Social Mobility Foundation